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**Giant Pharmaceutical admits responsibility in German Wings plane Crash!**

*Company to cover all expenses and withdraw drug from the market!* They admit to a worldwide cover up: falsifying safety studies, bribing doctors to write prescriptions, spending millions of dollars settling cases out of court to suppress culpability, while profiting billions of dollars from its' sales.

Unfortunately, the preceding is an April fool’s joke. These drug companies will never admit nor take responsibility for the suicides and mass killings that occur constantly from their products. For more on this story click [here](#).

The connections between SSRI drugs and mass shootings are numerous. These specific serotonin reuptake inhibitors include Prozac, Zoloft, Paxil, Luvox and the SDRI Wellbutrin. You can read up on 5,000 case histories by clicking on [http://www.ssristories.drugawareness.org](http://www.ssristories.drugawareness.org)

Dealing with depression is not easy. However, there are some natural procedures to consider. First of all, depression is a very inward emotion so the logical action is to turn outward and lose oneself in the service of others. There is always someone worse off than you. Secondly, if one is chemically imbalanced one should balance out with whole foods and herbs. You cannot resolve a chemical imbalance with an imbalanced chemical. Eating a diet of fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grain and legume sprouts, nuts and seeds is essential to balancing the body for good mental wellness. After that, taking Dr. Christopher’s MIND TRAC formula, RELAX-EZE formula and his VITALERBS formula will physically help in overcoming depression.